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Abstract 

Organic ferroelectrics are increasingly important due to their complementary properties to 

classical, inorganic ferroelectrics. Flexibility, chemical resistance, scalability, high breakdown 

fields, and biocompatibility are attractive for many applications like energy harvesting and 

storage. The most known energy harvesting methods are piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and 

triboelectric. Here, we apply the well-established material’s figures of merit to five 

polyvinylidene-fluoride-based compositions ranging from ferroelectric to relaxor-like 

behavior to emphasize the importance of several key material parameters contributing to the 

maximal power output of energy harvesting devices. Afterward, we discuss the possibility of 

the same functional material storing the output energy for the development of scalable 

multifunctional devices. 
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1. Introduction 

Ferroelectrics and their energy conversion ability are utterly crucial for various applications 

in modern electronics. The most common ferroelectric materials are inorganic oxides in single 

crystal or ceramic form 
1
.  

In recent years, the need to develop flexible electronics has emerged due to the increased 

popularity of body-worn devices in all aspects of our life 
2,3

. This raised the need for materials 

that can be fabricated on flexible substrates, scalable, withstand wear and temperature 

variations, and are chemically resistant and biocompatible. Organic ferroelectrics, especially 

polyvinylidene-fluoride-(PVDF)-based materials, proved suitable for such applications 
4
. 

PVDF-based materials range from classical ferroelectric-like behavior to the relaxor-like, 

depending on the chemical composition or treatment 
5–7

. This versatility uncovers 

opportunities to integrate these flexible materials to various applications, from electrocaloric 

cooling 
8
 and neuromorphic computing 

9
 to different actuation 

10
, sensing 

11
, and energy 

harvesting technologies 
12

.  

The leading energy harvesting technologies in organic ferroelectrics are designed to exploit 

piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity, and triboelectricity. Piezoelectric energy harvesting benefits 

from the piezoelectric response, generating charges under applied mechanical stress. The 

piezoelectric effect converts mechanical vibrations into useful electrical energy 
13

. The 

pyroelectric effect is, by definition, a change of the surface charge under varying temperatures 

14,15
. Latest studies show this effect can power simple electronic circuits by converting the 

energy from the finger touch and chemical reactions to electricity 
16

. For both these effects, 

organic ferroelectric benefit from their low dielectric constant, which allows them to 

compensate for their relatively smaller pyroelectric and piezoelectric constants compared to 



inorganics materials and gives them competitive harvesting capabilities. Recently, the 

triboelectric effect has shown great promise due to the relative simplicity and large power 

output demonstrated 
17

. In principle, the triboelectric effect is the generation of surface charge 

upon contacting two surfaces and the corresponding electrical work (electrostatic induction) 

to compensate for the formed surface charges.  

In the next stage of the harvesting process, the electrical energy must be efficiently 

manipulated by energy reclamation circuits and stored in a medium 
18,19

. Surprisingly, organic 

ferroelectrics are also prominent candidates for energy storage, especially some PVDF-based 

compositions 
20,21

.  

Until now, many research articles have been published on energy harvesting and energy 

storage with PVDF-based materials. However, there were no systematic investigations to 

uncover the good practices in the selection process for the optimal PVDF-based material 

within the poly(vinylidene fluoride-trifluoroethylene-chlorofluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE-

CFE)) system for a given energy harvesting application 
10,22

. Furthermore, the emerging idea 

is to combine several stages of energy harvesting within one material to make compact, 

scalable devices 
23

. 

Here, we illustrate the multifunctionality of PVDF-based polymers with different amounts 

of trifluoroethylene (TrFE) and chlorofluoroethylene (CFE) co- and ter- polymers, 

respectively. We focus on the energy conversion aspect at room temperature. A benchmarking 

investigation is made to determine which compositions are optimal for specific energy 

harvesting methods. The thick films used in this study were prepared by the solution casting 

method and their electric, electromechanical, pyroelectric, and triboelectric properties are 

presented herein. After illustrating the energy generation aspect of these multifunctional 

materials, we show that they can also be used to store the harvested energy. Finally, the 



optimal composition as the best all-in-one material for efficient harvesting of energy from all 

possible sources and its efficient storage is pointed out and discussed. 

 

2. Experimental section 

The polymers in the form of powders were obtained from Piezotech-Arkema, France. The 

composition of powders and notations used in this paper are given in Table 1. These PVDF-

based compositions are the most investigated and reported ones. The powders were dissolved 

in the dimethylformamide solution (99.8 %, Alfa Aesar, Germany) in the weight ratio of 20 % 

and mixed for 2h at ~60 °C. The deposition was done by solvent casting (Elcometer 4340, 

United Kingdom), with the speed of the blade (Elcometer 3580/7, United Kingdom) and its 

height adjusted to get uniform ~30 µm thick films. The temperature of the glass substrate was 

set to 55 °C. The films were dried at 55 °C for 1 hour, then removed from the substrate and 

finally annealed at 120 °C for 50 min. For electrical measurements 50-nm-Au electrodes were 

deposited on both sides by magnetron sputtering (MP300, PLASSYS, France). 

X-ray data collection was performed by a homemade diffractometer (radius = 500 mm) 

associated with a Rigaku RA-HF18 rotating anode generator (50 kV, 200mA). The 

wavelength was copper Kα radiation (0.1541 nm), and the step was 0.02°. The 

microstructures of the surfaces of the polymer films were investigated using a field-emission 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) Verios 4G HP (Thermo Fischer, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA), operated in secondary electron emission mode at 2 keV. To ensure 

sample surface conductivity and avoid charging during SEM imaging, the samples were 

coated with 5 nm of carbon using a Precision Etching and Coating System 628A (Gatan, 

Pleasanton, California, USA). 

Electrical measurements were performed by an impedance meter (Agilent 4294, CA, USA). 

A parallel RC circuit was used to calculate the dielectric permittivity of the samples in the 

temperature range from room temperature to 140 °C. The samples were poled at 1 MV/cm 



(Keithley 248, CLE, USA) for 10 min at room temperature. The direct piezoelectric response 

was measured on the Berlincourt-type piezometer (PM10, Piezotest, Singapore) under 20 Hz 

sinusoidal force excitation. Polarization loops were measured using a piezoelectric testing 

equipment (TF-2000, Aixacct, Germany) at a frequency of 20 Hz and a magnitude of electric 

field of 1 MV/cm. 

Pyroelectric response was measured on an Aixacct TF-2000 system with a pyroelectric 

module. The heating rate was 5 K/min, and the temperature variation amplitude was 20 K. A 

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) filter was used to reduce the noise level. 

The triboelectric effect was measured in the contact-separation mode. One Au electrode of 

2 cm diameter was sputtered on the sample face, while the other electrical contact was placed 

on a contacting aluminum plate. The excitation frequency was 15 Hz, the displacement was 

generated with a linear electromagnetic motor, and the waveform was sinusoidal. The force 

was measured with a force sensor. The generated triboelectric voltage was measured by a 

multimeter (Keithley 2700, CLE, USA) and an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO-X 2012A, CA, 

USA) in a series with a 100 MΩ resistor (to not affect the signal with the measurements input 

impedances). 

 
 

Table 1. The chemical composition and the notation used (ref. datasheet). 

Commercial 

name 

VDF (wt %) TrFE (wt %) CFE (wt %) Notation 

FC20 79.6 20.4 / 80/20 

FC25 75.1 24.9 / 75/25 

FC30 70 30 / 70/30 

FC45 54.5 45.5 / 55/45 

FS-RS 64.6 26.2 9.2 CFE 

 
3. Results and Discussion 



3.1. Structural and microstructural properties 

The structural properties of the samples were analyzed to ensure the fabrication and 

crystallization process was properly executed. Figure 1a shows the room temperature XRD 

pattern of the polymers. The PVDF-based polymers show only one clear peak in the 2 range 

from 16° to 21°. The slightly asymmetric Bragg peak corresponds to the (110) reflections of 

the all-trans (TTTT) molecular ferroelectric conformation (β-phase), i.e., all the dipoles in 

each (-CH2–CF2-)-like monomer are aligned along the same direction that is quasi-

perpendicular to the polymer chain. No extra peak related to the non-polar (TGTG’) α-phase 

could be evidenced. Note that Raman and IR spectroscopy measurements (not seen here) 

confirmed such results. The asymmetry of the left side of the peak comes from the presence of 

the (200) reflections 
24

. With the increased amount of TrFE, the peaks shift to lower angles, 

and with the addition of CFE the shift is even more pronounced. This diffraction data were 

used to calculate the interchain spacing, which shows that the spacing increases with the 

addition of TrFE and CFE (Figure 1b). This is due to the partial substitution of the hydrogen 

(Van der Walls radius of r=1.20 Å) by the larger fluorine (r=1.47 Å), and even larger chlorine 

(r=1.75 Å) atoms in CFE, leading to the larger unit cell. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1. Structural analysis of the PVDF-based compositions. a) XRD patterns and b) 

interplanar spacing deduced from the Bragg peak positions. Note that here we only show the 

2θ range where the Bragg peaks are the most intense while the diffraction pattern was 

measured between 10° to 60° in 2θ. The inset in b) schematically shows the chemistry of the 

VDF, TrFE and CFE monomers. Dashed line is a guide to the eye. 

 

 

Figure 2 shows surface morphologies of the films with randomly oriented and intertwined 

needle-like or thread-like features which likely represent assemblies of ordered polymer 

chains and possibly reflect the level of film crystallinity. With the increasing amount of TrFE 

the anisotropy of the so-called threads slightly increases and then significantly increases in the 

case of the CFE ter-polymer. Indeed, for composition 80/20, the SEM image shows quite 

isotropic features with an average size of about 45 nm, while thread-like features are observed 

for all the other compositions with a diameter of ~35 nm that stays fixed while the length 

seems to continuously increase up to 1 micron with TrFE increasing. Besides the increased 

length of threads up to 1 micron, the addition of CFE reduces their intertwining and increases 

the distances between the threads. This suggests reduced inter-thread polar interactions that 



could lead to only short-range correlations which may explain the relaxor-like behavior of this 

composition. 

 

 

Figure 2. Microstructural images of the surface of 80/20, 75/25, 70/30, 55/45 and CFE 

polymer films. All images are at the same magnification. 

3.2.Electrical response  

The structural properties are reflected in the electrical response, as shown in Fig. 3. At first, 

the permittivity of the fabricated compositions was measured as a function of temperature. 

The peak in the permittivity in ferroelectric materials corresponds to the Curie temperature 

(TC), the transition between the polar and non-polar phases. Meanwhile, in relaxor-like 

materials, the dielectric peak is not associated with a phase transition but instead shows a 

permittivity that is frequency-dependent and spreads over a broad temperature range.  

 Among the analyzed compositions, 80/20 had the highest TC, above the melting point 

(at ~150°C), while the relative permittivity amplitude at the peak maximum is the lowest. The 

highest dielectric permittivity at room temperature was measured in CFE. 

Obtained results in Fig. 3b show that in compositions with the amount of TrFE < 30%, the 

dielectric peak position is fixed within 1 °C around the same temperature, whatever the 

frequency of measurements. This observation is typical of a classical ferroelectric behavior 

with a fixed Curie transition temperature. In compositions 55/45 and CFE there is a frequency 

dispersion in the peak temperature position suggesting a relaxor-like behavior. However, the 

frequency dispersion does not follow a straight line as it should according to the Vogel-

Fulcher (VF) relationship, which was observed in 65/35 gamma-irradiated samples 
25

. This 



irradiation is known to induce a relaxor state by forming irradiation-induced polar defects 

which have a similar chain-interspacing increase as adding CFE or TrFE to the PVDF 
7
. It is 

worth mentioning that the presence of the amorphous phase and/or its interface with the 

crystallites (Fig. 2) can also contribute to the dielectric frequency behavior altering the total 

dielectric response.   

 The transition from ferroelectric, which is the pristine PVDF and the compositions up 

to 70/30, to relaxor-like, which are the high-TrFE and CFE systems, is related to the increase 

in the interchain distance. Simulations in ref. 
7
 show that with increasing interchain distance, 

the correlation length of the dipoles is decreasing, causing the dipoles to rotate more easily in 

the more spacious regions and even to be more susceptible to thermal fluctuations, resulting in 

the formation of polar clusters or nanodomains. These polar nanodomains are at the origin of 

frequency dispersion of the maximum dielectric permittivity 
26

. Pramanick et al. 
27

, further 

suggest that the relaxor behavior in terpolymers is also largely influenced by entanglement 

and complex interplay between the crystalline and amorphous phases. 

 The investigated compositions exhibit a peak in dielectric response from room 

temperature to 140 °C. This behavior not only defines the working region of these materials 

but is also expected to dramatically influence the functional response of these materials, 

which we will elaborate on in the next paragraphs. 

 

 
 



 

Figure 3. The dielectric response of five PVDF-based materials. a)  the real part of the 

permittivity (ε’) versus temperature for all the compositions at different frequencies. b) the 

logarithm of angular frequency (ω=2πf where f is the frequency) as a function of the inverse 

of the peak temperature (1/TC). 

 

3.3. Piezoelectric energy harvesting  

In this section we highlighted the structural, microstructural and dielectric features of each 

composition, we focus on the functional response and the functional peculiarities that the 

different compositions exhibit. The direct piezoelectric effect is one of the key parameters that 

define the energy output of the energy harvesters. The values of direct effective longitudinal 

piezoelectric coefficient (d33) measured on the compositions are given in Fig. 4a. The highest 

d33 value was observed in 55/45 (-21 pC/N), while no response was measured in the CFE. In 

the ferroelectric compositions 80/20, 75/25, and 70/30, d33 increases with the content of TrFE 

until reaching a peak value at 55/45. The microscopic mechanism behind the increased d33 at 

this content of TrFE is interconnected and three-fold. First, the permittivity anomaly is close 

to room temperature (see Fig. 3a), which signals the high mobility of domain walls and 

dipoles. Second, the decreased interchain distance (see Fig. 1a&b) additionally eases the 



switching. Third, the vicinity of the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB, located at ~50% 

TrFE) provides a flattened energy landscape favorable for enhanced responses.  

In terms of maximizing the piezoelectric response, piezoelectric coefficients are not the 

only essential term 
28

. The piezoelectric energy harvesting figure of merit (FOMpiezo) is a ratio 

between the square of the piezoelectric response (d33) over the relative permittivity (ε33).  The 

figure of merit for the the off-resonance piezoelectric response FOMpiezo 
29

 is: 

 
         

   
 

    
  

(1) 

The 70/30 composition has the highest FOMpiezo despite the highest d33 measured in 55/45 

(Fig. 4b), since the permittivity, due to the proximity of the dielectric anomaly (see Fig. 1b), is 

high in 55/45. It implies that the proximity of phase transitions/anomalies, where the losses 

are maximized, is not the optimal operating region for energy harvesters. As both d33 and ε33 

depend on the temperature, FOMpiezo vs. T plots would precisely define the optimal working 

region of a specific material. 

 

Figure 4. The dielectric and piezoelectric performance of the PVDF-based materials at room 

temperature. a) piezoelectric and dielectric response and dielectric constant of different 

compositions. b) piezoelectric off-resonance figure of merit calculated for room temperature. 

3.4. Pyroelectric energy harvesting  



A discussion about pyroelectric energy harvesting naturally follows that of piezoelectric 

energy harvesting. All the samples were subjected to a variation in temperature to determine 

the pyroelectric current and pyroelectric coefficient (p). The pyroelectric currents of each 

composition are given in Fig. 5a. The pyroelectric current is the largest in the 55/45 sample, 

which was expected since it has the transition temperature the closest to room temperature 

and the pyroelectric coefficient is paximum at Tc. With decreasing the content of TrFE, the 

pyroactivity decreased, while the pyroelectric current (not shown) is on the noise level in the 

CFE composition.  

p values were calculated and are shown in Fig. 5b. They range from 21.4 C/m
2
K for 55/45 

to 10.6 C/m
2
K for 80/20. Values obtained for the 80/20 sample are comparable with pure 

PVDF away from the onset of the Curie transition 
30,31

. Not only p is needed to benchmark the 

compositions in terms of maximal energy output. Indeed, Sebald et al. 
32

 defined the figure of 

merit (FOMpyro) for integrating materials into pyroelectric energy harvesters as: 

 
        

  

   
  

(2) 

where ε’r is the relative permittivity, and p is the pyroelectric constant. The FOMpyro for the 

studied compositions are given in Fig. 5b. 70/30 is again the dominant material due to its high 

p and low permittivity relative to the other compositions.  

It should be stressed that the figure of merit used here does not include the heat transport 

properties, which are also of key importance because they define the rate at which the 

temperature can be varied. It follows that this rate defines the amount of energy that can be 

generated with pyroelectric energy harvesting 
33

. Highly textured composites with anisotropic 

thermal transport properties should be designed and fabricated to maximize further the 

response of the pyroelectric harvesting materials 
34,35

.  



The results also imply that working near the transition temperature is not necessarily 

optimal due to the FOMpyro, which is related to the ratio between the pyroelectric coefficient 

and the dielectric permittivity, as both drastically increase near the transition. 

 

 

Figure 5. Pyroelectric effect of the P(VDF-TrFE). a) the pyroelectric current density 

generated by the different compositions. b) the pyroelectric figure of merit calculated for the 

analyzed compositions (FOMpyro) and on the right axis the pyroelectric coefficient (p).   

 

3.5. Triboelectric energy harvesting 

A relatively novel method of energy harvesting from the environment is triboelectricity. 

The triboelectric effect has been known for centuries, but only recently it was shown that its 

uses in harvesting applications are interesting 
17

. The underlying mechanism is not well-

understood; in general, the effect occurs in two steps: contact electrification followed by 

electrostatic induction 
36,37

. Contact electrification happens when two surfaces/materials come 

in close contact and exchange electrons due to different work functions. When the contact is 

separated, the surface charges are compensated by the electrostatic induction phenomenon. 

The charge redistribution during the compensation is responsible for the electric output work. 



The force applied to the samples and the triboelectric voltages (Utribo) generated by the 

samples is shown in Fig. 6a. 

The peak voltages ranged from -36 V for 55/45 to ~0 V for CFE. One voltage peak appears 

just after the contact, as shown in Fig. 6a (see force and voltage peaks). The contact time is 

denoted by a dashed line and numbered 1. The separation time is again denoted by a dashed 

line and numbered 2, where another voltage peak is observed right after. Some more minor 

voltage variations were observed, most probably due to the non-equal distribution of the 

forces due to the non-perfect alignment of the sample and the aluminum side. It is also 

interesting to note that the voltage converged to a final value after a certain amount of time 

(cycles). The possible explanation for this is gradual migration of the defect ions 
38

 or surface 

poling of the material itself due to the electrostatic forces created.  

Defining the figure of merit for triboelectric materials is difficult because the phenomenon 

is related to the electronic structure of the dielectric and metal in contact. Nonetheless, some 

figures of merit have been proposed 
37,39

. The figure of merit that best describes triboelectric 

energy harvesting is 
39

: 

 
         

 

  

 

 
(3) 

σ is the generated surface charges of the surface under investigation and ε0 is the dielectric 

permittivity of vacuum.  

However, since σ is challenging to determine, we used the root mean square of the voltage 

signal (UOC-RMS) as the figure of merit. This factor is proportional to the power output since all 

the samples are connected to the same resistance (R of 100 MΩ in Fig. 6b) value. 

Interestingly, the values of the power (seen in Fig. 6c) extracted by the triboelectric 

experiment to some degree correlate with the FOMpiezo (see Fig. 4b). This implies that similar 

mechanisms drive the triboelectric effect in (relaxor-)ferroelectric compositions. We assume 

effects are related to the degree of (spontaneous) polarization, as already shown in some 



articles 
40

, and to the dielectric permittivity of the materials. It is also possible that during the 

triboelectric cycling, the surface region was self-poled by the charged surface and the 

migration of point defects, which means that a part of the contribution to the generated 

voltage was from the piezoelectric effect. The oscillation of the voltage during the contact 

phase (between 1 and 2 in Fig. 6c), which seems to directly correlate with the oscillation of 

pressure would support the idea of self-poled regions and piezoelectric response since the 

generated voltage is negative when under pressure which is expected from the piezoelectric 

response with a negative d33. It is therefore not excluded that here some piezoelectric effect 

also contributes to the total triboelectric response, as well as other mechanisms such as 

electrostriction and flexoelectricity. 



 

 

 

Figure 6. Triboelectric energy harvesting at room temperature. a) force applied to the samples 

and voltage (Utribo) generated by the triboelectric contact-separation mode for different 

compositions as a function of time. b) Schematic illustration of the measuring setup. c) the 

root-mean-square voltage (UOC-RMS) and power values extracted from the triboelectric cycling. 

   

3.6. Energy storage 

Energy generated by the three energy harvesting methods, piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and 

triboelectric must now be effectively stored. It was considered whether the same compositions 

that generated the energy could be used to store the energy until it is supplied to the 

consumer. PVDF-based materials were recently shown to possess high storage capability 
21

.  



The energy storage properties were calculated from unipolar loops shown in Fig. 7a. The 

polarization values at the maximal field are the largest in the CFE composition and the 

smallest in the 80/20. The latter reflects the short- and long-range order, respectively. While 

the dipoles in 80/20 were permanently oriented with poling, as for classical ferroelectrics, 

CFE possesses randomly oriented dipoles aligned only under the applied electric field 
41

. The 

energy storage at depolarization was evaluated from the polarization values. In contrast to the 

trends of the harvesting methods, the energy storage is minimal for 80/20 and increases with 

increasing the TrFE amount and is the highest in CFE with 1.52 J/cm
3 

(see Fig. 7b) Although 

the stored power for 55/45 is higher than for the other copolymers, its efficiency is much 

lower, possibly due to the relaxor-to-ferroelectric phase transitions.  

The values are in general comparable to some well-known energy storage materials such as 

antiferroelectric NaNbO3-based materials 
42

, owing mainly to the larger breakdown field of 

PVDF-based materials. 

 

Figure 7. Energy storage and efficiency calculated at room temperature. a) unipolar 

polarization-electric field (P-E) loops measured at room temperature and 20 Hz with the field 

magnitude of 1 MV/cm. b) the calculated energy storage density (WS) and storage efficiency 

(ζ). Discharge values. 

3.7. Summary and conclusions 



Within this study, we try to promote the agenda that showing merely the conversion 

coefficients does not provide sufficient information in the selection process for materials for 

energy harvesting. The so-called figures of merit are more informative and give a more 

straightforward answer because they are proportional to the energy output.  

A radar plot was utilized (Fig. 8a) to summarize this study findings and to find the best all-

around composition. The radar plot was used to plot the FOMpiezo, FOMpyro, URMS-OC, and 

WS·ζ normalized to the highest value obtained in the specific section (FOMpiezo: 70/30, 

FOMpyro: 70/30, URMS-OC: 70/30, WS·ζ: CFE).  

For each composition, the area defined by these four parameters was then evaluated and 

normalized again to the highest area obtained amongst the compositions. In our case, this was 

for 70/30. Fig. 8b indicates the best all-around material (70/30, area is by definition 100%) 

and how much the followers are behind the optimal composition. It can be seen from Fig. 8b, 

that 70/30 is leading when considering all four sections. The 70/30 is the best all-around 

material, leading in all three harvesting categories. However, its long-range ferroelectric order 

with remanent polarization prevents high energy storage capabilities since the polarization 

change with the application of electric field is relatively low compared to relaxor CFE. It 

seems that 70/30 is an optimal choice in terms of material responsivity, which is tuned by 

varying the interchain distance of the material. The CFE composition has superior energy 

storage capability, while its relaxor-like nature prevents it from having high piezo-, pyro-, 

tribo- electric responses. 

 



 

Figure 8. The final benchmarking of the samples. a) a radar plot of the four normalized 

parameters, which help determine the best all-for-one material. b) the areas calculated from a) 

and normalized on the largest area, which was 80/20. The dashed line is a guide to the eyes. 
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